Comparison of action performances and outcome between winners and losers in young female silat tempur matches
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Abstract

Silat (a.k.a. gayung) tempur is a combat sports competition introduced to provide early preparation for the beginners to master the basic techniques of silat before they shift to silat olahraga (advanced level competition). The purpose of this study was to compare the performance of actions and outcome during action time between winners and losers in national silat tempur competition. The notational analysis focused on five different types of action categories in silat tempur; kick, punch, topple, block and catch. The action categories were divided into three outcomes; Hit Target (HT), Hit Elsewhere (HE) and Missing Opponent (MO). The researchers observed 19 female silat matches (each with three round games) aged 14 to 17-year-old. The observations were made through series of videos. Matched Paired t-test was used to analyse each action performances and outcome between winners and losers. Results showed that the winners performed more actions than the losers (p < 0.05). The winners frequently used more kicks to attack their opponents (p < 0.05). However, there were similar performance between winners and losers in punch, block, topple and catch categories (all actions, p > 0.05). The winners performed more successful actions (HT) than the losers (p < 0.05), particularly on kicks and blocks (both actions, p < 0.05). The losers significantly missed (MO) more catch actions than the winners (p < 0.05). The author concluded that kicks were the main actions that both exponents used during silat matches, with the winners performing more successful actions than the losers.
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1. Introduction

The word silat means a kind of sport or game, which consists of quick movements in attacking and defending (Anuar, 1993). It is characteristic of silat its step patterns, that makes it different from other combat sports (Shapie et al. 2018c). There are two types of sparring competition in silat; silat olahraga (Shapie & Elias, 2015a) and silat tempur (Shapie & Elias, 2014). Silat olahraga is a combat sport that consists of rapid movements in attacking and defensive activities (Shapie et al., 2013) in order to prevent the attacker from causing any harm towards oneself (Shapie et al., 2015a). Tempur means combat, sparring or battle between exponents (Shapie et al., 2019). This combative sport focuses on young exponents, particularly beginners (Shapie et al., 2018a). The main agenda of this sport is to improve combative techniques performed by young silat exponents in competition (Shapie et al., 2019). It is a platform to establish and develop young athletes who have courage and are technically and tactically skilled in combat (Shapie, Elias 2014).

Notational analysis in combat sports can be a useful tool to help coaches and athletes to improve their technical and tactical skills and prepare for competition (Shapie et al., 2008; Shapie et al. 2018). Studies in this regard include silat olahraga (Shapie et al., 2018a; Shapie et al., 2013), judo (Nagai et al., 2019), taekwondo (Suppiah et al., 2017) or karate (Tabben et al., 2019). Shapie et
al. (2013) used notational analysis to identify and describe the actions performed during the fight time of silat matches, which can assist in developing of specific training programmes. To date there is no research that specifically describes the actions involved in silat tempur that contribute to the winning the match. Athletes may exhibit a unique performance signature which can be used to predict future performance from past observation (Franks et al., 1998; Hughes and Potter, 2001). Thus, this information can be useful in developing strategies for the better development of silat competitors.

2. Objectives

The purpose of this study was to compare the actions and actions outcomes performed by winners and losers of female national-level silat tempur matches.

3. Methodology

Nineteen publicly recorded matches of young female exponents (aged 14 to 17 year-old) from National Silat Tempur Competition 2019 were analysed for this study. All eight categories from class A (40 - 45 kg) to free class (75 kg above) were included. The videos were repeated and played in slow motion to accurately identify the actions or skills performed by athletes. Five categories of common silat techniques were differentiated: punch, kick, block, catch and topple (Shapie et al., 2013). The action outcome was categorised in three levels: Hit Target (HT), Hit Elsewhere (HE) and Miss Opponent (MO). All the raw data collected from all the matches was transferred to Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) version 21.0 for analysis. Matched paired t-tests were used to compare differences between winners (W) and losers (L). Significance level was set at ($p < 0.05$).

4. Results

Winners ($M = 65.21 \pm 24.47$) performed more actions than losers ($M = 55.58 \pm 19.91$) for total actions ($p < 0.05$). There were no significant differences on total punch, block, catch and topple (all, $p > 0.05$) between winners and losers except for kick ($W, M = 35.47 \pm 13.18; L, M = 27.79 \pm 12.39, p < 0.05$).

The action outcomes showed no significant difference between winners and loser on HE and MO (both, $p > 0.05$) except for HT ($W, M = 38.58 \pm 16.45; L, M = 26.00 \pm 15.07, p < 0.05$). The winners performed more actions of HT on kick ($W, M = 16.84 \pm 4.45; L, M = 8.42 \pm 3.92, p < 0.05$) and block actions ($W, M = 2.37 \pm 3.80; L, M = 0.79 \pm 1.03, p < 0.05$) compared to the losers. However, the losers significantly performed more MO than the winners on catch action ($L, M = 0.74 \pm 1.15; W, M = 0.21 \pm 0.54, p = 0.021$).

5. Discussion

The purpose of current study was to analyse the differences in actions and actions outcomes performed by winners and losers of female national-level silat tempur matches. We found that the total actions performed by the winners was significantly higher than those performed by the losers. This can be explained due to the nature of winning and losing in silat tempur, which is based on the total points scored by the athletes in a match. In silat, any legal/clear points (HT) with a punch (1 point), kick (2 points) or topple down (3 points) will help the athlete to increase his/her score (Anuar, 1992). Shapie et al. (2018a) reported that the winners from 19 matches in international silat matches performed more actions than the losers. Secondly, this study showed that the most frequent successful action performed by the winners was kick. This indicates that this skill is of utmost importance in silat tempur matches, many time deciding who wins or loses the match. The winners also performed more numbers of blocks than the losers. Shapie et al. (2013) point out that blocking is the common action in silat for defensive actions, particularly blocking kicks delivered by the opponent. The winners performed more successful blocks than losers, avoiding their rivals score points. Finally, losers performed more MO catch actions, therefore them failing to properly catch the attacks from the winners and missing the opportunity to topple down or hitting the opponent. Although our data was based on current competition, more studies are necessary to get
more evidence on the actions performed by silat tempur athletes in competition, also including male competition and more complex analyses at the technical and tactical levels.

**Conclusion**

The winners performed more actions, particularly kicks, compared to the losers. The ability to kick accurately was the major contribution in gaining points, whilst blocking the attacks successfully prevented the opponent from scoring points. The details analysis give insight on how young female athletes perform in silat tempur competition and can be useful for coaches to improve their athletes' training processes (Shapie & Elias, 2015b; Shapie et al., 2014) and transfer these processes to competition (Shapie et al., 2018b).
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